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Kung fu tea stock price

Symbol% ChgMarket Cap44019.82%NT$3.3B44190%NT$475.1M4406-0.884%NT$407.5MCompetitor Data provided By:capital cube Urban Tea, Inc. is a U.S.-based restaurant business. Urban Tea (MYT) shares are listed on the NASDAQ and all prices are listed in U.S. dollars. Urban Tea employs 64
employees and has a 12-month income of around USD $865,705. How to buy shares in Urban Tea Compare stock trading platforms. If you're a beginner, look for a platform with low fees, expert ratings and investment tools to keep track of your portfolio. Reduce the top marks with our comparison table.
Open and finance your brokerage account. Complete a request with your personal and financial details, such as your DD and bank information. Finance your account by bank transfer, credit card or debit card. Search for urban tea. Find stock by bookmark name or symbol: MYT. Investigate your story to
confirm that it is a solid investment against your financial goals. Buy now or later. Buy today with a market order or use a limit order to delay your purchase until Urban Tea reaches the desired price. To spread your purchase, look at the average cost in dollars, which smooths your purchase at consistent
intervals and amounts. Decide how many to buy. At the last closing price of USD 1.74, weigh your budget against a diversified portfolio that can minimize risk through the ups and downs of the market. You may be able to buy a fractional share of Urban Tea, depending on your broker. Check in your
investment. Congratulations, you own a part of the urban tea. Optimize your portfolio by tracking how your stocks – and even the business – works with a long-term eye. You may be eligible for dividends and shareholder voting rights over directors and management that may affect your shares. We
evaluate stock trading platforms against a range of metrics including commissions, ease of use, available securities and advanced tools to meet investor-specific needs. We encourage you to compare stock platforms to find one that's best for your budget and specific goals. Our selection for beginners.
We have chosen Robinhood for this category because it offers a fee-free trade and is easy to use. You can search for actions by company name and the mobile app is clean and intuitive to use. Our selection for the construction of a portfolio. We have chosen SoFi for this category because it offers both
fee-free stocks and a free robo-advisor. This means that you can open an active investment account to choose from and choose the companies you want to invest in and open a robo-advisor account to help you build a portfolio and manage the risk you take on. Our selection for Investments. We have
chosen Vanguard for this category because it is owned by investors and offers access to personal advisors and a wide range of investments, making it a popular choice for wealth management and long-term investors. But while there isn't a minimum to open a brokerage account, you'll need to invest at
least $50,000 to sign up for Vanguard Personal Advisor Services. Urban Urban Share Price Use our chart to track myt stock performance over time. Information last updated 2020-12-02.Latest market closeUSD$1.7452-week rangeUSD$0.2 - USD$14.650-day moving average USD$1.7453200-day
moving average USD$1.1394Wall St. Target price RatioN / APE 0.2359 Return fromDividend N / A (0%) Earnings per share (TTM) USD $12,942 Compare special offers, low rates and a wide range of types of investments between major trading platforms. The value of any investment can rise or fall
depending on news, trends and market conditions. We are not investment advisors, so do your own due diligence to understand the risks before investing. The following technical analysis indicator shows real-time scores of the deadlines you select. This is not a recommendation, however. It represents a
technical analysis based on the most popular technical indicators: moving averages, oscillators and pivots. The finder may not contract and assumes no responsibility. This graph is neither a tip nor a guarantee of success. Rather, it measures the real-time recommendations of three popular technical
indicators: moving averages, oscillators and pivots. The finder is not responsible for the good performance of the actions. Historic closes compared to closing at $1.74 from 2020-12-09 1 week (2020-12-17) -3.87% 1 month (2020 -3.33% 3 months (2020-09-24) 11.54% 6 months (2020-06-24) 1.4 2020
81.82% 1 year (2019-12-24) 3,035.14% 2 years (2018-12-24) 1,533.8 0% 3 years (2017-12-24) N/A 5 years (2015-12-24) 1,100.00% Is Urban Tea undervased or overvasted? Valuing the stock of urban tea is incredibly difficult, and any metric should be seen as part of a larger picture of Urban Tea's
overall performance. However, analysts routinely use some key metrics to help measure the value of a stock. Urban Tea's P/E ratio to Urban Tea's current share price divided by its earnings per share (EPS) over a 12-month period gives a final price/earnings ratio of about 0x. In other words, Urban Tea
shares trading around 0x recent gains. This is relatively low compared to, say, the final 12-month P/E ratio for the NASDAQ 100 at the end of 2019 (27.29). The low p/e ratio could mean that investors are pessimistic about the outlook for stocks or simply that they are undervalued. TTM Revenue USD
$865,705 TTM GROSS PROFIT USD $357,243 Return on TTM assets -9.17% Return on TTM equities -14.27% Profit margin -243.34% Value Accounting $3,306 Market Capitalization USD$13.5 million TTM: behind 12-month Short Urban Tea shares There are currently 130,828 Urban Tea shares kept
short by investors - which is known as Urban Tea short interest. This figure is reduced by 27% compared to 179,137 last month. There are some different ways that this level of interest in the mind of Urban Tea actions can be evaluated. Urban Tea's (SIR) Urban Tea short interest ratio is the amount of
Urban Tea shares currently short divided by the average amount of Urban Tea shares traded daily (most recently around 278357.44680851). URBAN URBAN TEA SIR stood at 0.47. In other words, for every 100,000 Urban Tea shares traded daily on the market, approximately 470 shares are currently



short. However, urban tea's short interest can also be assessed in relation to the total number of Urban Tea shares, or, against the total number of urban tea translatable shares (shares that are not held by insiders or large long-term shareholders - also known as the float). In this case, the short interest of
Urban Tea could be expressed as 0.02% of the shares outstanding (for every 100,000 existing Urban Tea shares, approximately 20 shares fall short) or 0.0165% of the translatable shares (for every 100,000 translatable Urban Tea shares, approximately 17 shares fall short). Such a low SIR usually points
to an optimistic outlook for the share price, with fewer people currently willing to bet against Urban Tea. Learn more about booking urban tea stocks. We don't expect Urban Tea to pay a dividend over the next 12 months. Urban Tea share price volatility Over the past 12 months, Urban Tea shares have
ranged in value from as little as $0.2 to $14.6. A popular way to assess the volatility of an action is its beta. What are you doing? U.S. volatility(beta: 1.29)Average volatility(beta: 1.00)LowHighBeta is a measure of a stock's volatility relative to the market. The market (average Nasdaq) beta is 1, while
Urban Tea is 1.2931. This suggests that Urban Tea shares are more volatile than the average for this exchange and represent, in relative terms, a higher risk (but potentially also returns that would beat the market). Urban Tea Overview, Inc. is dedicated to the specialty distribution of tea products and
retail business in the People's Republic of China. The company offers tea-based drinks such as fresh milk tea, fruit tea, milk cap tea, etc.; light meals, such as salads, sandwiches, pasta, steak, burritos, and other healthy options; and pastries, including freshly baked bread, freshly baked cakes, freezing
cakes, etc. As of June 30, 2020, it operated through four tea shops, including 2 flagship stores and 2 general stores in Hunan Province, the People's Republic of China. The company is based in Changsha, the People's Republic of China. Frequently asked questions Currently 11.762% of urban tea shares
are in the hands of inmates and 10.329% by institutions. The latest figures suggest 64 works at Urban Tea. The fiscal year of Urban Tea ends in June. The urban tea address is: Huakun Times Plaza, Room 1118, Changsha, China Urban Tea International Values Identification Number is: VGG9396G1182
Uniform Values Identification Procedures Committee Number: G21490209 G21490209
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